
 

Facebook's accidental 'death' of users
reminds us to plan for digital death
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Not dead yet, Mark Zuckerberg on Facebook. Facebook screenshot

The accidental "death" of Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg and
millions of other Facebook users is a timely reminder of what happens to
our online content once we do pass away.

Earlier this month, Zuckerberg's Facebook profile displayed a banner
which read: "We hope the people who love Mark will find comfort in the
things others share to remember and celebrate his life." Similar banners
populated profiles across the social network.

After a few hours of users finding family members, friends and
themselves(!) unexpectedly declared dead, Facebook realised its
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widespread error. It resurrected those effected, and shelved the
offending posthumous pronouncements.

For many of the 1.8-billion users of the popular social media platform, it
was a powerful reminder that Facebook is an increasingly vast digital
graveyard.

It's also a reminder for all social media users to consider how they want
their profiles, presences and photos managed after they pass away.

The legal uncertainty of digital assets

Your material goods are usually dealt with by an executor after you pass
away.

But what about your digital assets – media profiles, photos, videos,
messages and other media? Most national laws do not specifically
address digital material.

As most social networks and online platforms are headquartered in the
US, they tend to have "terms of use" which fiercely protect the rights of
individual users, even after they have died.

Requests to access the accounts of deceased loved ones, even by their
executors, are routinely denied on privacy grounds.

While most social networks, including Facebook, explicitly state you 
cannot let another person know or log in with your password, for a time
leaving a list of your passwords for your executor seemed the only easy
way to allow someone to clean up and curate your digital presence after 
death.

Five years ago, as the question of death on social media started to gain
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interest, this legal uncertainty led to an explosion of startups and services
that offered solutions from storing passwords for loved ones, to leaving
messages and material to be sent posthumously.

But as with so many startups, many of these services have stagnated or
disappeared altogether.

Dealing with death

Public tussles with grieving parents and loved ones over access to
deceased accounts have led most big social media platforms to develop
their own processes for dealing with digital death.

Facebook now allows users to designate a "legacy contact" who, after
your death, can change certain elements of a memorialised account. This
includes managing new friend requests, changing profile pictures and
pinning a notification post about your death.

But neither a legacy contact, nor anyone else, can delete older material
from your profile. That remains visible forever to whoever could see it
before you die.

The only other option is to leave specific instructions for your legacy
contact to delete your profile in its entirety.

Instagram, owned by Facebook, allows family members to request
deletion or (by default) locks the account into a memorialised state. This
respects existing privacy settings and prevents anyone logging into that
account or changing it in the future.

Twitter will allow verified family members to request the deletion of a
deceased person's account. It will never allow anyone to access it
posthumously.
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LinkedIn is very similar to Twitter and also allows family members to 
request the deletion of an account.

Google's approach to death is decidedly more complicated, with most
posthumous options being managed by the not very well known Google
Inactive Account Manager.

This tool allows a Google user assign the data from specific Google tools
(such as Gmail, YouTube and Google Photos) to either be deleted or sent
to a specific contact person after a specified period of "inactivity".

The minimum period of inactivity that a user can assign is three months,
with a warning one month before the specified actions take place.

But as anyone who has ever managed an estate would know, three
months is an absurdly long time to wait to access important information,
including essential documents that might be stored in Gmail or Google
Drive.

If, like most people, the user did not have the Inactive Account Manager
turned on, Google requires a court order issued in the United States
before it will consider any other requests for data or deletion of a
deceased person's account.

Planning for your digital death

The advice (above) is for just a few of the more popular social media
platforms. There are many more online places where people will have
accounts and profiles that may also need to be dealt with after a person's
death.

Currently, the laws in Australia and globally have not kept pace with the
rapid digitisation of assets, media and identities.
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Just as it's very difficult to legally pass on a Kindle library or iTunes
music collection, the question of what happens to digital assets on social
media is unclear to most people.

As platforms make tools available, it is important to take note and
activate these where they meet (even partially) user needs.

Equally, wills and estates should have specific instructions about how
digital material – photos, videos, messages, posts and memories – should
ideally be managed.

With any luck the law will catch up by the time these wills get read.

This article was originally published on The Conversation. Read the 
original article.
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